Abstract. When solving large-scale semidefinite programming problems by second-order methods, the storage and factorization of the Newton matrix are the limiting factors. For a particular algorithm based on the modified barrier method, we propose to use iterative solvers instead of the routinely used direct factorization techniques. The preconditioned conjugate gradient method proves to be a viable alternative for problems with large number of variables and modest size of the constrained matrix. We further propose to approximate the Newton matrix in the matrix-vector product by a finite-difference formula. This leads to huge savings in memory requirements and, for certain problems, to further speed-up of the algorithm.
Introduction
The currently most efficient and popular methods for solving general linear semidefinite programming (SDP) problems
are the dual-scaling [2] and primal-dual interior-point techniques [1, 8, 15, 21] . These techniques are essentially second-order algorithms: one solves a sequence of unconstrained minimization problems by the Newton method. To compute the search direction, one has to construct a sort of "Hessian" matrix and solve the Newton equation. Although one can choose from several forms of this equation, the typical choice is the so-called Schur complement equation (SCE) with a symmetric and positive definite Schur complement matrix of order n × n. In many practical SDP problems, this matrix is dense, even if the data matrices are sparse. Recently, an alternative method for SDP problems has been proposed in [10] . It is based on a generalization of the augmented Lagrangian technique and termed modified barrier or penalty/barrier method. This again is a second-order method and one has to form and solve a sequence of Newton systems. Again, the Newton matrix is of order n × n, symmetric, positive definite and often dense.
The Schur complement or the Newton equations are most often solved by routines based on the Cholesky factorization. As a result, the applicability of the SDP codes is restricted by the memory requirements (a need to store a full n × n matrix) and the complexity of the Cholesky algorithm, n 3 /3. In order to solve large-scale problems (with n larger than a few thousands), the only option (for interior-point or modified barrier codes) is to replace the direct factorization method by an iterative solver, like a Krylov subspace method.
In the context of primal-dual interior point methods, this option has been proposed by several authors with ambiguous results [6, 12, 25] . The main difficulty is that, when approaching the optimal point of the SDP problem, the Newton (or SC) matrix becomes more and more ill-conditioned. In order to solve the system by an iterative method, it is necessary to use an efficient preconditioner. However, as we want to solve a general SDP problem, the preconditioner should also be general. And it is well-known that there is no general and efficient preconditioner. Consequently, the use of iterative methods in interior-point codes seems to be limited to solving problems with just (very) low accuracy.
A new light on this rather pessimistic conclusion has been shed in the recent papers by Toh and Kojima [23] and later by Toh in [22] . In [22] , a symmetric quasi-minimal residual method is applied to an augmented system equivalent to SCE that is further transformed to a so-called reduced augmented system. It is shown that if the SDP problem is primal and dual nondegenerate and strict complementarity holds at the optimal point, the system matrix of the augmented reduced system has a bounded condition number, even close to the optimal point. The use of a diagonal preconditioner enables the authors to solve problems with more than 100 000 variables with a relatively high accuracy.
In this paper, we investigate this approach in the context of the modified barrier method from [10] . Similar to the primal-dual interior-point method from [22] , we face highly ill-conditioned dense matrices of the same size. Also similarly to [22] , the use of iterative solvers (instead of direct ones) brings biggest advantage when solving problems with very large number of variables (up to one hundred thousand and possibly more) and medium size of the constrained matrix (up to one thousand). Despite of these similarities there are few significant differences. First, the SCE has a lot of structure that is used for its further reformulation and for designing the preconditioners. Contrary to that, the Newton matrix in the modified barrier method is just the Hessian of a (generalized) augmented Lagrangian and as such has no intrinsic structure. Further, the condition number of the Hessian itself is bounded close to the optimal point, provided the SDP problem is primal and dual nondegenerate and strict complementarity holds at the optimum. We also propose approximate Hessian calculation, based on the finite difference formula for a Hessian-vector product. This brings us huge savings in memory requirements and further significant speed-up for certain classes of problems. Last but not least, our method can also be applied to nonconvex SDP problems [9, 11] .
We implemented the iterative solvers in the code PENNON [10] and compare the new versions of the code with the standard linear SDP version called PENSDP 1 working with Cholesky factorization. Because other parts of the codes are identical, including stopping criteria, the tests presented here give a clear picture of advantages/disadvantages of each version of the code.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the basic modified barrier algorithm and some details of its implementation. Section 3 gives motivation for the use of iterative solvers based on complexity estimates. In Section 4 we present examples if ill-conditioned matrices arising in the algorithm and introduce the preconditioners used in our testing. The results of extensive tests are presented in Section 5. We compare the new codes on four collections of SDP problems with different background. In Section 6 we demonstrate that the use of iterative solvers does not necessary lead to reduced accuracy of the solution. We conclude our paper in Section 7.
We use standard notation: S m is the space of real symmetric matrices of dimension m × m. The inner product on S m is defined by A, B Sm := trace(AB). Notation A B for A, B ∈ S m means that the matrix B − A is positive semidefinite.
The algorithm
The basic algorithm used in this article is based on the nonlinear rescaling method of R. Polyak [19] and was described in detail in [10] . Here we briefly recall it and stress points that will be needed in the rest of the paper. Our goal is to solve optimization problems with a linear objective function subject to a linear matrix inequality as a constraint:
here f ∈ R n and A : R n → S m is a linear matrix operator A(x) :
. . , n. The algorithm is based on a choice of a smooth penalty/barrier function Φ p : S m → S m that satisfies a number of assumptions (see [10] ) guaranteeing, in particular, that
Thus for any p > 0, problem (1) has the same solution as the following "augmented" problem min
The Lagrangian of (2) can be viewed as a (generalized) augmented Lagrangian of (1):
here U ∈ S m is a Lagrangian multiplier associated with the inequality constraint. The algorithm below can be seen as a generalization of the Augmented Lagrangian method.
Algorithm 1 Let x
1 and U 1 be given. Let p 1 > 0. For k = 1, 2, . . . repeat until a stopping criterion is reached:
Imposing standard assumptions on problem (1), it can be proved that any cluster point of the sequence {(x k , U k )} k>0 generated by Algorithm 1 is an optimal solution of problem (1) . The proof is based on extensions of results by Polyak [19] ; for the full version we refer to [20] . Let us emphasize a property that is important for the purpose of this article. Assuming the SDP problem is primal and dual nondegenerate and strict complementarity holds at the optimal point, there exist p such that the minimum eigenvalue of the Hessian of the Lagrangian (3) is bounded away from zero for all p ≤ p and all (x, U ) close enough to the solution (x * , U * ). Details of the algorithm were given in [10] . Hence, in the following we just recall facts needed in the rest of the paper and some new features of the algorithm. The most important fact is that the unconstrained minimization is Step (i) is performed by the Newton method with line-search. Therefore, the algorithm is essentially a second-order method: at each iteration we have to compute the Hessian of the Lagrangian (3) and solve a linear system with this Hessian.
Choice of Φ p
The penalty function Φ p of our choice is defined as follows:
The advantage of this choice is that it gives closed formulas for the first and second derivatives of Φ p . Defining
we have (see [10] ):
Multiplier and penalty update, stopping criteria
For the penalty function Φ p from (4), the formula for update of the matrix multiplier U in Step (ii) of Algorithm 1 reduces to
with Z defined as in (5) . Numerical tests indicate that big changes in the multipliers should be avoided for the following reasons. Big change of U means big change of the augmented Lagrangian that may lead to a large number of Newton steps in the subsequent iteration. It may also happen that already after few initial steps, the multipliers become ill-conditioned and the algorithm suffers from numerical difficulties. To overcome these, we do the following:
1. Calculate U k+1 using the update formula in Algorithm 1. 2. Choose a positive µ A ≤ 1, typically 0.5.
Compute λ
4. Update the current multiplier by
Given an initial iterate x 1 , the initial penalty parameter p 1 is chosen large enough to satisfy the inequality
Let λ max (A(x k )) ∈ 0, p k denote the maximal eigenvalue of A(x k ), π < 1 be a constant factor, depending on the initial penalty parameter p 1 (typically chosen between 0.3 and 0.6) and x feas be a feasible point. Using this notation, our strategy for the penalty parameter update can be described as follows:
1. If p < p eps , set γ = 1 and go to 6.
, set γ = π and go to 6. 4. If l < 3, set γ = λ max (A(x k )) + p k /2, set l := l + 1 and go to 6. 5. Let γ = π, find λ ∈ (0, 1) such, that
and set x k+1 = λx k+1 + (1 − λ)x feas . 6. Update current penalty parameter by p k+1 = γp k .
The redefinition of x k+1 guarantees that the values of the augmented Lagrangian in the next iteration remain finite. The parameter p eps is typically chosen as 10 −6 . In case we detect problems with convergence of the overall algorithm, p eps is decreased and the penalty parameter is updated again, until the new lower bound is reached.
The unconstrained minimization in Step (i) is not performed exactly but is stopped when
where α = 0.01 is a good choice in most cases. Also here, α is decreased if we encounter problems with accuracy. Algorithm 1 is stopped if both of the following inequalities hold:
where ǫ is typically 10 −7 .
Complexity
As mentioned in the Introduction, every second-order method for SDP problems has two bottlenecks: evaluation of the Hessian of the augmented Lagrangian (or a similar matrix of similar size) and the solution of a linear system with this matrix. What are the complexity estimates in our algorithm?
The complexity of Hessian assembling, when working with the function Φ p from (4) is O(m 3 n + m 2 n 2 ) for dense data matrices and O(m 2 n + K 2 n 2 ) for sparse data matrices, where K is the maximal number of nonzeros in A i , i = 1, . . . , n.
In the standard implementation of the algorithm (code PENSDP), we use Cholesky decomposition for the solution of the Newton system (as do all other second-order SDP codes). The complexity of Cholesky algorithm is O(n 3 ) for dense matrices and O(n κ ), 1 ≤ κ ≤ 3 for sparse matrices, where κ depends on the sparsity structure of the matrix, going from a diagonal to a full matrix.
As vast majority of linear SDP problems lead to dense Hessians (even if the data matrices A i are sparse), in the rest of the paper we will concentrate on this situation.
Iterative solvers
In step (i) of Algorithm 1 we have to approximately solve an unconstrained minimization problem. As already mentioned before, we use the Newton method with line-search to this purpose. That means, in each iteration step of the Newton method we solve a system of linear equations Hd = −g
where H is the Hessian and g the gradient of the augmented Lagrangian 3. In the vast majority of SDP software (including PENSDP) this (or similar) system is solved by a version of the Cholesky method. In the following we will discuss an alternative approach of solving the linear system by an iterative algorithm.
Motivation for iterative solvers
Our motivation for the use of iterative solvers is two-fold. First we intend to improve the complexity of the Cholesky algorithm, at least for certain kind of problems. Second, we also hope to improve the complexity of Hessian assembling.
Complexity of Algorithm 1 summarized
The following table summarizes the complexity bottlenecks of Algorithm 1 for the case of linear SDP problems. Recall that K is the maximal number of nonzeros in A i , i = 1, . . . , n.
Hessian computation dense data matrices
where 1 ≤ κ ≤ 3 depends on the sparsity pattern. This shows that for dense problems, Hessian computation is the critical issue when m (size of A i ) is large compared to n (number of variables). On the other hand, Cholesky algorithm takes most time when n is (much) larger than m.
Complexity: Cholesky versus iterative algorithms
At this moment, we should be more specific in what we mean by an iterative solver. In the rest of the paper we will only consider Krylov type methods, in particular, the conjugate gradient (CG) method. From complexity viewpoint, the only demanding step in the CG method is a matrixvector product with a matrix of dimension n (when applied to our system (11)). For a dense matrix and vector, it needs O(n 2 ) operations. Theoretically, in exact arithmetics the CG method needs n iterations to find an exact solution of (11), hence it is equally expensive as the Cholesky algorithm. There are, however, two points that may favor the CG method.
First, it is well known that in finite arithmetics the actual number of CG iterations, needed to reach a given precision, depends solely on the spectrum of the matrix H, in particular, on the condition number and the possible grouping of the eigenvalues; for details, see, e.g., [18] . In practice it means that if the spectrum is "favorable", we may need much smaller number of steps than n, to obtain a reasonably exact solution. This fact leads to the very useful idea of preconditioning when, instead of (11), we solve a "preconditioned" system
with a matrix M chosen in such a way that the new system matrix M −1 H has a "good" spectrum. The choice of M will be the subject of the next section.
The second, and very important, point is that we actually do not need to have an exact solution of (11) . On the contrary, a rough approximation of it will do (we will return to this in the next section). Hence, in practice, we may need just a few CG iterations to reach the required accuracy. This is in contrast with the Cholesky method where we cannot control the accuracy of the solution and always have to compute the exact one (within the machine precision).
Summarizing these two points: when using the CG algorithm, we may expect to need just O(n 2 ) operations, at least for well-conditioned (or well-preconditioned) systems.
Note that we are still talking about dense problems. The use of the CG method is a bit nonstandard in this context-usually it is preferable for large sparse problems.
However, due to the fact that we just need a very rough approximation of the solution, we may favor it to the Cholesky method also for medium-sized dense problems.
Complexity: exact versus approximate Hessian
Our second goal is to improve the complexity of Hessian computation. This can be done indirectly. When solving (11) by the CG method (and any other Krylov type method), the Hessian is only needed in a matrix-vector product of the type Hv := ∇ 2 F (x k )v. We may use finite difference formula for the approximation of this product
In our implementation, we use ε = 10 −6 . Hence the complexity of the CG method amounts the number of CG iterations times the complexity of gradient evaluation. This may be in sharp contrast with the Cholesky method approach when we have to compute the full Hessian and solve the system by Cholesky method. Additional (perhaps the main) advantage of this Hessian-free approach is the fact that we do not have to store the Hessian in the memory, thus the memory requirements (often the real bottleneck of SDP codes) are drastically reduced.
Note that this approach may have its dark side. With certain SDP problems it may happen that the Hessian computation is not much more expensive than the gradient evaluation. In this case the Hessian-free approach may be rather time-consuming. Indeed, when the problem is ill-conditioned and we need many CG iterations, we have to evaluate the gradient many (thousand) times. On the other hand, when using Cholesky method, we compute the Hessian just once.
Preconditioned conjugate gradients
We use the very standard preconditioned conjugate gradient method. The algorithm is recalled below. Because our stopping criterium is based on the residuum, one may think, as an alternative, of the minimum residual method. Another alternative is the QMR algorithm that can be favorable even for symmetric positive definite systems due to its robustness.
We solve the system Hd = −g with a symmetric positive definite and, possibly, ill-conditioned matrix H. To improve the conditioning, and thus the behavior of the iterative method, we will solve a transformed system (C −1 HC −1 )(Cd) = −C −1 g with C symmetric positive definite. We define the preconditioner M by M = C 2 and apply to the transformed system the standard conjugate gradient method. The resulting algorithm is given below. 
From the complexity point of view, the only expensive parts of the algorithm are the Hessian-vector products in steps (i) and (iii) (note that only one product is needed) and, of course, the application of the preconditioner in step (iv).
The algorithm is stopped when the scaled residuum is small enough:
in practice, when r k / g ≤ ǫ .
In our tests, the choice ǫ = 5 · 10 −2 was sufficient.
Preconditioning

Conditioning of the Hessian
It is well known that the biggest trouble with iterative methods in context of penalty or barrier optimization algorithms is the increasing ill-conditioning of the Hessian when we approach the optimum of the original problem. Indeed, in certain methods the Hessian may even become singular. The situation is not much better in our case, i.e., when we use Algorithm 1 for SDP problems. Let us demonstrate it in few examples. Consider first problem theta2 from the SDPLIB collection [4] . The dimension of this problem is n = 498. Figure 1 shows the spectrum of the Hessian at the initial and the optimal point of Algorithm 1 (note that we use logarithmic scaling in the vertical axes). The corresponding condition numbers are κ ini = 394 and κopt = 4.9 · 10 7 , respectively. Hence we cannot expect the CG method to be very effective close to the optimum. Indeed, Figure 2 presents the behavior of the residuum Hd + g / g as a function of the iteration count, again at the initial and the optimal point. While at the initial point the method converges in few iterations (due to low condition number and clustered eigenvalues), at the optimal point one observes extremely slow, though still convergence. The zig-zagging nature of the latter curve is due to the fact that CG method minimizes the norm of the error, while we plot here the norm of the residuum. The QMR method offers a much smoother curve, as shown in Figure 3 (left), but the speed of convergence remains about the same, i.e., slow. The second picture in Figure 3 shows the behavior of the QMR method with diagonal preconditioning. We can see that the convergence speed improves about two-times, which is still not very promising. However, we should keep in mind that we want just an approximation of d and typically stop the iterative method when the residuum is smaller than 0.05; in this case it would be after about 180 iterations. The second example, problem control3 from SDPLIB with n = 136, shows even a more dramatic picture. In Figure 4 we see the spectrum of the Hessian, again at the initial and the optimal point. The condition number of these two matrices is κ ini = 3.1 · 10 8 and κopt = 7.3 · 10 12 , respectively. Obviously, in the second case, we are close to machine precision and can hardly expect convergence. And, indeed, Figure 5 shows that while at x ini we still get convergence of the CG method, at x opt the method does not converge anymore. So, in this case, an efficient preconditioner is a real necessity.
Conditions on the preconditioner
Once again, we are looking for a preconditioner-a matrix M ∈ S (ii) the preconditioner should be simple.
When applying the preconditioner, in every iteration of the CG algorithm we have to solve the system M z = p. Clearly, the application of the "most efficient" preconditioner M = H would return us to the complexity of the Cholesky method applied to the original system. Consequently M should be simple enough, so that M z = p can be solved efficiently.
The above two requirements are general conditions for any preconditioner used within the CG method. The next condition is typical for our application within optimization algorithms:
(iii) The preconditioner should only use Hessian-vector products. This is for the case when we want to use the Hessian-free version of the algorithm. We certainly do not want the preconditioner to destroy the Hessian-free nature of this version. When we use the CG method with exact (i.e. computed) Hessian, this condition is not needed.
Finally, and this is perhaps the most critical point,
(iv) the preconditioner should be "general".
Recall that we intend to solve general SDP problems without any a-priori knowledge about their background. Hence we cannot rely on special purpose preconditioners, as known, for instance, from finite-element discretizations of PDEs.
Diagonal preconditioner
This is a simple and often-used preconditioner with
It surely satisfies conditions (ii) and (iv). On the other hand, being simple and general, it is not considered to be very efficient. Furthermore, it does not really satisfy condition (iii), because we need to know the diagonal elements of the Hessian. It is certainly possible to compute approximations of these elements using formula (12) . For that, however, we would need n gradient evaluations and the approach would become too costly.
Symmetric Gauss-Seidel preconditioner
Another classic preconditioner with
with D and L being the diagonal and strictly lower triangular matrix, respectively. Considered more efficient than the diagonal preconditioner, it is also slightly more expensive. It cannot be used in connection with formula (12) as it does not satisfy condition (iii).
L-BFGS preconditioner
Introduced by Morales-Nocedal [17] , this preconditioner is intended for application within the Newton method. The algorithm is based on limited-memory BFGS formula ( [18] ) applied to successive CG (instead of Newton) iterations. Assume we have a finite sequence of vectors x i and gradients g(x i ), i = 1, . . . , k. We define the correction pairs (t i , y i ) as
Using a selection σ of µ pairs from this sequence, such that
and an initial approximation
we define the L-BFGS approximation W of the inverse of H; see, e.g. [18] . To compute a product of W with a vector, we use the following algorithm of complexity nµ.
Algorithm 3 (L-BFGS)
Given a set of pairs {t σi , y σi }, i = 1, 2, . . . , µ, and a vector d, we calculate the product r = W d as
The idea of the preconditioner is the following. Assume we want to solve the unconstrained minimization problem in Step (i) of Algorithm 1 by the Newton method. At each Newton iterate x (i) , we solve the Newton system H(
The first system at x (0) will be solved by the CG method without preconditioning. The
. . , K 0 will be used as correction pairs to build a preconditioner for the next Newton step. If the number of CG iterations K 0 is higher than the prescribed number of correction pairs µ, we just select some of them (see the next paragraph). In the next Newton step x (1) , the correction pairs are used to build an approximation W
(1) of the inverse of H(x (1) ) and this approximation is used as a preconditioner for the CG method. Note that this approximation is not formed explicitly, rather in the form of matrix-vector product z = W (1) p -just what is needed in the CG method. Now, the CG iterations in the current Newton step are used to form new correction pairs that will build the preconditioner for the next Newton step, and so on.
The trick is in the assumption that the Hessian at the old Newton step is close enough to the one at the new Newton step, so that its approximation can serve as a preconditioner for the new system.
As recommended in the standard L-BFGS method, we used 16 − 32 correction pairs, if they were available. Often the CG method finished in less iterations and in that case we could only use the available iterations for the correction pairs. If the number of CG iterations is higher than the required number of correction pairs µ, we may ask how to select these pairs. We have two options: Either we take the last µ pairs or an "equidistant" distribution over all CG iterations. The second option is slightly more complicated but we may expect it to deliver better results. The following Algorithm 4 gives a guide to such an equidistant selection.
Algorithm 4
Given an even number µ, set γ = 1 and P = ∅. For i = 1, 2, . . . do:
If i can be written as i = (
The L-BFGS preconditioner has the big advantage that it only needs Hessian-vector products and can thus be used in the Hessian-free approach. On the other hand, it is more complex than the above preconditioners; also our results are not conclusive concerning the efficiency of this approach. For some problems it worked satisfactorily, in others it even lead to higher number of CG steps than without preconditioner.
AINV preconditioner
Preconditioners based on incomplete matrix factorization are known to be very efficient. Most of them are based on incomplete Cholesky factorization. They are, however, rather complex, need substantial amount of memory and, in particular, need all elements of the system matrix (Hessian). Contrary to this, the AINV preconditioner is based on the H-orthogonalization. It always exists, does not need to know the sparsity pattern of the matrix and only uses matrix-vector products.
Using AINV, we will obtain an approximate factorization of the inverse of H: 
Clearly, the critical point of this algorithm is choice of ε AINV in step (iii)(b). Unfortunately, in our applications we almost face an "either-or" situation. Either Z is full or Z is empty and we end up with a diagonal preconditioner. Only a narrow range of ε AINV leads to sparse Z and even then its quality is often not much better than of the simple diagonal preconditioner (note that, typically, H is dense in our applications). Hence, after many experiments, we set ε AINV = 0.95 which typically leads to a diagonal preconditioner (however, more expensive than the standard one). Just rarely we met the situation when Z included few nonzero elements.
Tests
For testing purposes we have used the code PENNON, in particular its version for linear SDP problems called PENSDP. The code implements Algorithm 1; for the solution of the Newton system we use either the LAPACK routine DPOTRF based on Cholesky decomposition (dense problems) or our implementation of sparse Cholesky solver (sparse problems). In the test version of the code we replaced the direct solver by conjugate gradient method with various preconditioners. The resulting codes are called PEN-PCG(prec), where prec is the name of the particular preconditioner. We have further implemented the optional approximate computation of the Hessian based on formula (12) . This version of the code is called PEN-A-PCG(prec). In this case, we only tested the BFGS preconditioner (and a version with no preconditioning). All other preconditioners either need elements of the Hessian or are just too costly in this context.
Few words about the accuracy. It was already mentioned that the conditioning of the Hessian increases as the optimization algorithm gets closer to the optimal point. Consequently, a Krylov-type iterative method is expected to have more and more difficulties when trying to reach higher accuracy of the solution of the original optimization problem. This was indeed observed in practice [23, 22] . This ill-conditioning may be so severe that it does not allow one to solve the problem within reasonable accuracy at all. Fortunately, this was not observed in the presented approach. However, to prevent difficulties, we decreased the default PENSDP stopping criterium in (10) from 10 −7 to 10 −4 . This still gives a reasonable accuracy (for most applications) of 4-5 digits in the objective value. The reduced stopping criterium was actually important mainly in the A-PCG version of the code, due to the approximate Hessian calculation. At the end of this section we report on what happens when we try to increase the accuracy.
The conjugate gradient algorithm was stopped when Hd + g / g ≤ ǫ where ǫ = 5 · 10 −2 was sufficient. This relatively very low accuracy does not significantly influence the behavior of Algorithm 1. On the other hand, it has the effect that for most problems we need a very low number of CG iterations at each Newton step; typically 4-8. Hence, when solving problems with dense Hessians, the complexity of the Cholesky algorithm O(n 3 ) is replaced by O(κn 2 ) with κ < 10. For problems with larger n we may thus expect great savings.
In the following paragraphs we report on results of our testing for four collections of linear SDP test problems: the SDPLIB collection of linear SDPs by Borchers [4] ; the set of various large-scale problems collected by Hans Mittelmann and called here HMproblems [13] ; the set of examples from structural optimization called TRUSS collection 2 ; and a collection of very-large scale problems with relatively small-size matrices provided by Kim Toh and thus called TOH collection [22] .
SDPLIB
Let us start with a comparison of preconditioners for this set of problems. Figure 6 presents a performance profile ( [7] ) on all four preconditioners: diagonal, BFGS, approximate inverse and symmetric Gauss-Seidel. Compared are the CPU times needed to solve 23 selected problems of the SDPLIB collection. We used the version of the code with exact Hessian computation. The profile shows that the BFGS preconditioner has slight edge; in average, it is faster and more robust that the other ones, so it will be our choice for the rest of this paragraph. Table 5 .1 gives a comparison of PENSDP (i.e., code with Cholesky solver), PEN-PCG(BFGS) (with exact Hessian computation) and PEN-A-PCG(BFGS) (approximate Hessian computation). Given are not only the CPU times in seconds, but also times per one Newton iteration and number of CG steps (when applicable) per one Newton iteration. We have chosen the form of a table (as opposed to a performance profile), because we think it is important to see the differences between the codes on particular examples. Indeed, while for most examples is the PEN-PCG(BFGS) about as fast as PENSDP, in few cases it is significantly faster. These examples (theta* and qap*) are typical by a high ratio of n to m. In such situation, the complexity of the solution of the Newton system dominates the complexity of Hessian computation and PCG version of the code is expected to be efficient (see Table 5 .1 and the text below). In (almost) all other problems, most time is spent in Hessian computation and thus the solver of the Newton system does not effect the total CPU time. In few problems (control*, truss8), PEN-PCG(BFGS) was significantly slower than PENSDP; these are the very ill-conditioned problems when the PCG method needs many iterations to reach even the low accuracy required.
Looking at PEN-A-PCG(BFGS) results, we see even stronger effect "the higher the ratio n to m, the more efficient code"; in all other examples the code is slower than the other two. Table 5 .1 compares the CPU time spent in different parts of the algorithm for different types of problems. We have chosen typical representatives of problems with n ≈ m (equalG11) and n/m ≫ 1 (theta4). For the three codes PENSDP, PEN-PCG(diag) and PEN-A-PCG(BFGS) we show the total CPU time spent in the unconstrained minimization, cumulative times of function and gradient evaluations; Hessian evaluation; and solution of the Newton system. We can clearly see that in the theta4 example, solution of the Newton system is the decisive part, while in equalG11 it is the function/gradient/Hessian computation. Table 5 .2 lists a selection of large-scale problems from the HM collection, together with their dimensions and number of nonzeros in the data matrices.
HM collection
Again we start the testing with a CPU-time performance profile on preconditioners ( Figure 7 ) and again we see the dominance of the BFGS preconditioner.
The test results are collected in Table 5 .
2, comparing again PENSDP with PEN-PCG(BFGS) and PEN-A-PCG(BFGS).
Contrary to the SDPLIB collection, we see a large number of failures of the PCG based codes, due to exceeded time limit of 20000 seconds. This is the case even for problems with large n/m. These problems, all generated by SOSTOOLS or GLOPTIPOLY, are typical by high ill-conditioning of the Hessian; while in the first few steps of Algorithm 1 we need just few iterations of the PCG method, in the later steps this number becomes very high and the PCG algorithm becomes effectively non-convergent. There are, however, still few problems with large n/m for which PEN-A-PCG(BFGS) outperforms PEN-PCG(BFGS) and this, in turn, clearly outperforms PENSDP: cancer 100, cphil*, yalsdp. These problems are 'good" in the sense that the PCG algorithm needs, in average, a very low number of iterations per one Newton step. In other problems with this property (like the G* problems), n is proportional to m and the algorithm complexity is dominated by the Hessian computation.
TRUSS collection
Unlike the previous two sets of problems collecting examples with different background and of different type, the problems from the TRUSS collection are all of the same type and differ just by the dimension. Looking at the CPU-time performance profile on the preconditioners (Figure 8 ) we see a different picture than in the previous paragraphs: the diagonal preconditioner is the winner, closely followed by SGS; BFGS is the poorest one now. The results of our testing (see Table 5 .3) correspond to our expectations based on complexity estimates. Because the size of the constrained matrices m is larger than the number of variables n, we may expect most CPU time spent in Hessian evaluation. Indeed, for both PENSDP and PEN-PCG(diag) the CPU time per one Newton step is about the same in all examples. These problems are ill-conditioned; as a result, with the exception of one example, PEN-A-PCG(BFGS) never converged to a solution and therefore it is not included in the table.
TOH collection
As predicted by complexity results (and as already seen in several examples in the previous paragraphs), PCG-based codes are expected to be most efficient for problems with large n and (relatively) small m. The complexity of the Cholesky algorithm O(n 3 ) is replaced by O(10n 2 ), we may expect significant speed-up of the resulting algorithm. This is indeed the case for the examples from this last collection.
The examples arise from maximum clique problems on randomly generated graphs (theta*) and maximum clique problems from the Second DIMACS Implementation Challenge [24] .
The dimensions of the problems are shown in Table 5 .4; the largest example has almost 130 000 variables. Note that the Hessians of all the examples are dense, so to solve the problems by PENSDP (or by any other interior-point algorithm) would mean to store and factorize a full matrix of dimension 130 000 by 130 000. On the other hand, PEN-A-PCG(BFGS), being effectively a first-order code, has just modest memory requirements and allows us to solve these large problems within a very reasonable time.
As always, we first show a CPU-time based performance profile on the preconditioners; see Figure 9 . This time, diagonal preconditioner is a clear winner.
We further present a CPU-based performance profile on the different codes, PENSDP, PEN-PCG(diag), PEN-A-PCG(none) and PEN-A-PCG(BFGS); see Figure 9 . We can Table 4 . Results for selected HM-problems. PENSDP-standard code with Cholesky algorithm; PEN-PCG(BFGS)-code with CG algorithm and BFGS preconditioner; PEN-A-PCG(BFGS)-code with CG algorithm, approximate Hessian computations and BFGS preconditioner. CPU times in seconds; CPU/it-time per a Newton iteration; CG/it-average number of CG steps per one Newton iteration. 3.2Ghz Pentium 4 with 1GB DDR400 running Linux; time limit 20 000 sec. see dominance of the codes based on the approximate Hessian calculation. From the rest, PEN-A-PCG(none) is clearly faster than PENSDP. Table 5 .4 collects the results. As expected, larger problems are not solvable by the second-order codes PENSDP and PEN-PCG(SGS), due to memory limitations. They can be, on the other hand, easily solved by PEN-A-PCG(BFGS). Note that the largest problem from the collection, theta162, needed just 614 MB of memory. But not only memory is the limitation of PENSDP. We can see huge speed-up in CPU time going from PENSDP to PEN-PCG(SGS) and further to PEN-A-PCG(BFGS), in all examples.
As to our knowledge, aside from the code described in [22] , the only available code capable of solving problems of this size is SDPLR by Burer and Monteiro ([5] ). SDPLR formulates the SDP problem as a standard NLP and solves this by a first-order method (Augmented Lagrangian method with subproblems solved by limited memory BFGS). Table 5 .4 thus also contains results obtained by SDPLR; the stopping criterium of SDPLR was set to get possibly the same accuracy as by the other codes. While the hamming* problems can be solved very efficiently, SDPLR needs considerably more time to solve the theta problems. This is due to a very high number of L-BFGS iterations needed. 
Accuracy
There are two issues of concern when speaking about possibly high accuracy of the solution:
-increasing ill-conditioning of the Hessian of the Lagrangian when approaching the solution and thus decreasing efficiency of the CG method; -limited accuracy of the finite difference formula in the A-PCG algorithm (approximate Hessian-matrix product computation).
For the purpose of this testing, we have adopted additional stopping rules for our algorithm. So far (in all tests in the previous sections), Algorithm 1 was terminated when both inequalities in (10) were satisfied. While ε = 10 −7 in the standard code PENSDP, for the tests of the (A-)PCG version of the code, we set ε = 10 −4 . In order to be able to exactly examine the effect of required accuracy on the algorithm behavior, we have additionally adopted the DIMACS criteria [14] . To define these criteria, we rewrite our SDP problem (1) as
where C(x)−C 0 = A(x). Recall that U is the corresponding Lagrangian multiplier and let C * (·) denote the adjoint operator to C(·). The DIMACS error measures are defined as
Here, err 1 represents the (scaled) norm of the gradient of the Lagrangian, err 2 and err 4 is the dual and primal infeasibility, respectively, and err 5 and err 6 measure the duality gap and the complementarity slackness. Note that, in our code, err 2 = 0 by definition; also err 3 that involves the slack variable (not used in our problem formulation) is automatically zero. In the "DIMACS version" of the code we will require that (10) is satisfied with ε = 10 −4 and, at the same time,
In the following we will study the effect of δ DIMACS on the behavior of the algorithm. We have solved selected examples using the codes PEN-PCG(BFGS) and PEN-A-PCG(BFGS) with several values of δ DIMACS , namely
We have tested two versions of the code a monotone and a nonmonotone one.
Nonmonotone strategy This is the strategy used in the standard version of the code PENSDP. We set α, the stopping criterium for the unconstrained minimization (9) , to a modest value, say 10 −2 . This value is then automatically recomputed (decreased) when the algorithm approaches the minimum. Hence, in the first iterations of the algorithm, the unconstrained minimization problem is solved very approximately; later, it is solved more and more exactly, in order to reach the required accuracy. The decrease of α is based on the required accuracy ε and δ DIMACS . To make this a bit more transparent, we set, for the purpose of testing,
Monotone strategy In the nonmonotone version of the code, already the first iterations of the algorithm ran with δ DIMACS = 10 −1 differ from the run with δ DIMACS = 10 −2 , due to the different value of α from the very beginning. Sometimes it is thus difficult to compare two runs with different accuracy: theoretically, the run with lower accuracy may need more time than the run with higher required accuracy. To eliminate this phenomenon, we performed the tests with the "monotone" strategy, where we always set α = 10 −5 ,
i.e., to the lowest tested value of δ DIMACS . By this we guarantee that the first iterations of the runs with different required accuracy will always be the same. Note that this strategy is rather inefficient when low accuracy is required: the code spends too much time in the first iterations to solve the unconstrained minimization problem more exactly than it is actually needed. However, with this strategy we will better see the effect of decreasing δ DIMACS on the behavior of the (A-)PCG code.
Note that for δ DIMACS = 10 −5 both, the monotone and the nonmonotone version coincide.
Testing PEN-PCG(·)
Here we examine the effect of increasing Hessian ill-conditioning (when decreasing δ DIMACS ) on the overall behavior of the code. Table 6 .1 presents the results for selected examples. We only have chosen examples for which the PCG version of the code is significantly more efficient than the Cholesky-based version, i.e., problems with large factor n/m. The table shows results for both, the monotone and nonmonotone strategy. From the table we can conclude two main things: the increased accuracy does not really cause problems (up to exceptions-the cancer-100 problem); and the nonmonotone strategy is clearly advisable in practice. To reach the accuracy of 10 −5 , one needs about 2-4 times more CG steps than for 10 −1 . Only for the cancer-100 problem, the highest accuracy causes problems but, still, the code can reach it.
Note also that the actual accuracy is often 1-2 digits better than the one required, particularly for δ DIMACS = 10 −1 . This is also due to the fact that the primal stopping criterium (10) with ε = 10 −4 is still in power.
Testing PEN-A-PCG(·)
Here not only increasing Hessian ill-conditioning but also limited accuracy of the finite difference formula effect the codes behavior when increasing the accuracy. (Table 6 .1) we see a much larger number of CG iterations in all examples but hamming-9-8. This goes on account of the reduced accuracy of the approximate formula. Still in all cases the code is able to find the solution within the required accuracy. Furthermore, the speed-up caused by the use of approximate Hessian is such that, for given accuracy, the PEN-A-PCG code is always absolutely faster than PEN-PCG, notwithstanding the higher number of PCG iterations.
Conclusion and outlook
In the framework of a modified barrier method for linear SDP problems, we propose to use iterative solvers form the computation of the search direction, instead of the routinely used factorization technique. The proposed algorithm proved to be more efficient than the standard code for certain groups of examples. The examples for which the new code is expected to be faster can be assigned a priori, based on the complexity estimates (namely on the ratio of the number of variables and the size of the constrained matrix). Furthermore, replacing the exact Hessian-vector product by a finite difference formula using just the gradient, we reach huge savings in the memory requirements and, often, further speed-up of the algorithm.
Inconclusive is the testing of various preconditioners. It appears that for different groups of problems different preconditioners are recommendable. While the diagonal preconditioner (considered poor man's choice in the computational linear algebra community) seems to be the most robust one, BFGS preconditioner is the best choice for many problems but, at the same time, clearly the worst one for the TRUSS collection. A new promising direction was shown in a recent article by Monteiro, O'Neal and Nemirovski [16] who propose an adaptive preconditioner particularly suitable for extremely ill-conditioned problems. The detailed testing of this preconditioner within PENNON will be performed in a future report. However, preliminary tests were quite promising and so we conclude our article with their results.
The MON (from Monteiro-O'Neal-Nemirovski) preconditioner is constructed adaptively during the CG process. The preconditioning matrix (initialized as identity) is updated by rank-one updates. The number of these updates typically does not exceed the dimension of the matrix (and can be indirectly controlled by a parameter). The rank-one updates are computed from Hessian-vector products, so this method fits perfectly into our framework. To test our first Matlab implementation of this method, we saved the Hessians of several problems at the initial point of Algorithm 1 and at the optimal point (within our optimality criteria). We present comparison of the MON preconditioner with the two general preconditioners, diagonal and SGS and with the plain CG method. We have chosen the same examples as in Section 4 where we show the spectrum of the matrices: control3 and theta2. The results are presented in Figure 11 ; we plot the logarithm of the energetic norm of the error, scaled by the norm of the exact solution.
Looking at the control3 problem at the initial point, we see that the diagonal and SGS preconditioners are very efficient. The MON method has a "slow start"; these are the iterations where the preconditioner is being constructed. Once it is ready, the conver- gence rate becomes very high. However, for the purpose of low-precision computation, diagonal and SGS are preferable. A completely different picture is seen at the theta2 problem at the optimal point. The standard preconditioners, although better than the plain CG method, are not particularly efficient. On the other hand, the MON preconditioner accelerates the CG method significantly. The (preliminary) conclusion is: if the standard preconditioners are efficient, one should prefer them to MON-the preconditioning matrix is known a priori and thus the effect is seen from the first iterations. On the other hand, when the standard methods become inefficient, one should switch to the MON preconditioner. Within an optimization algorithm (like Algorithm 1), one can think of a hybrid strategy, starting with SGS and switching to MON when the condition number of the Hessian becomes too high. Naturally, it remains a question of the true efficiency of the MON preconditioner, taking into account its actual complexity within an optimization code (the theoretical complexity may, as usual, be too pessimistic). This question is to be answered in a future article.
